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Summary Summary 
Manyy lakes have lost both their transparency and their water plants, on a very large scale, 
ass a result of eutrophication. This thesis investigates why the re-establishment of 
submergedd macrophytes following restitution of appropriate light and nutrient regimes, as 
partt of lake restoration, is not a straightforward process. A combination of correlative 
fieldfield work and a quantitative analysis of hydraulic forces on aquatic macrophytes was 
usedd to identify and quantify those processes that could significantly limit macrophyte 
establishment. . 

AA survey of 28 lakes (Chapter 2) showed that macrophyte presence and 
abundanceabundance were directly related to the chemical and physical composition of the sediment 
andd the hydrodynamic characteristics of the location. Subsequent research showed that the 
potentiallyy toxic, reduced ions in the root environment were not the cause of the observed 
establishmentt problems and therefore further studies focused on the biomechanical 
limitationss on macrophytes in shallow lakes. 

Lossess to the vegetation from bird-grazing in spring and summer may be 
negligiblee in comparison with potential plant growth rates (Chapter 3). However, grazing 
birdd populations tend to peak in late summer and autumn, when plant growth rates have 
declined.. These relatively large bird numbers later in the season are able to consume a 
substantiall proportion of the over-wintering reproductive structures, which could endanger 
recoveringg macrophyte vegetation. 

AA framework has been devised for examining the magnitude of forces acting on 
aquaticc macrophytes in running water (Chapter 4) and in wave-swept environments 
(Chapterr 5), and deducing the potential responses of the plant, in terms of breakage or 
uprootingg (Chapter 6). First a simple model predicting drag forces as a function of water 
velocity,, plant shape and biomass was tested in an experimental flume. Subsequently, this 
modell was expanded to incorporate the forces exerted by the orbital velocities of waves. 
Linearr wave theory for deep water was applied to the individual shoots of plant species 
withh different mechanical properties. The validity of application of these models was 
establishedd in a flume generating sinusoidal waves. The breaking strength of stems and 
thee anchorage strength of whole plants were quantified in a final step. Breaking strength 
wass described as a function of stem cross-sectional area. Anchorage strength was 
modelledd as a function of the size of an hemispherical root ball and the shear strength of 
thee sediment. Comparison of the relative magnitudes of forces that could result from 
wavess and the forces required to break or uproot plants showed that macrophytes are at 
riskk from anchorage failure only when they experience catastrophic events of high winds 
duringg the growing season. Persistence of plants was shown to be particularly sensitive to 
loww sediment cohesive strength. Estimation of the forces likely to be applied by grazing 
birdss indicated that they are also sufficiently large to create a risk of mechanical damage 
too macrophytes. This suggests that plants growing in large lakes with soft sediments, 
inhabitt particularly unstable environments, where the associated biomechanical risk to 
individuall plants could negatively affect the population size of plant species and reduce 
theirr chance of a establishing a new, persistent population. 

Thee knowledge developed has already been applied in experimental lake 
managementt and has supported the rehabilitation of vegetation in eutrophic waters. 
Nevertheless,, a case study in the English Norfolk and Suffolk Broads (Hickling, Chapter 
7)) showed that a lake in which aquatic vegetation has recovered will not necessarily be 
seenn by all stakeholders as a positive development, since plant growth interferes with 
boatingg and access to the public. The strict protection of the high natural values, including 
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thee re-established aquatic vegetation is partially in conflict with the needs of local 
economy,, which relies greatly on recreation. It is argued that the important benefits of 
naturee and wildlife for humans can be balanced with nature conservation via stakeholder 
participation. . 
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